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Back Talk
Shocking revelation: York grad chases celebs!

by David Caplan

QUESTION EVERY ANGLE. STUDY EVERY ANGLE. RESEARCH EVERY ANGLE. WELCOME TO THE INTERDISCIPLINARY UNIVERSITY. AT YORK, WE BREAK DOWN TRADITIONAL BOUNDARIES AND BRING TOGETHER THINKERS FROM EVERY DISCIPLINE TO TACKLE REAL-WORLD ISSUES. RESEARCHERS AT YORK IN FIELDS LIKE SPACE SCIENCE, ENGINEERING AND ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY ARE JOINING FORCES FOR THE NASA 2007 PHOENIX MISSION TO MARS. THE SAME PHILOSOPHY TRAVELS BEYOND INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS AND ALSO ALLOWS STUDENTS TO COMBINE MAJORS IN COMPLETELY DIFFERENT FIELDS. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE INTERDISCIPLINARY UNIVERSITY, VISIT YORKU.CA.
When you listen to legal scholar Harry Arthurs, York’s president from 1985 to 1992, you may find your self breaking into a smile. His conversation is laced with a dry wit that shone through in our interview with him about the reshaping of the Keile campus (see page 30). As he spoke, I was also struck by certain parallels between the late 1980s and now, since York is again completing a major building program. A prominent York grad figures in both periods.

Shortly after he took over, Arthurs recalled, a new Liberal government gained power in Ontario. “The new minister of colleges and universities was Greg Sorbara, who had, four or five years earlier, been my student,” he noted. “I remember so vividly the very day he was appointed: the university presidents happened to be meeting, and he jumped out of his car, came up to our meeting, and delivered an off-the-cuff speech which stays with me still, 20 years later.”

“He said, ‘Some people are going to tell you that universities are about economic development. As far as I’m concerned, universities are about learning and learning for the sake of learning. I thought that was just fabulous.’” Soon after, says Arthurs, the Liberals “actually pumped some money into the system, and we fought like hell to get our fair share of it.”

Today, of course, Greg Sorbara is the finance minister of Ontario, and his most recent budget once again pumped money into the postsecondary system, promising more. Let the new battle begin.

York prizes the autonomy it was given. By Lorna R. Marsden

Canada may not be the ultimate verdict on a given work, but they provide a nice benchmark.” I’m delighted that York has won several more, from two organizations. Early this year, the Washington, DC-based Council for Advancement and Support of Education gave York a bronze Accolade in the university magazine category and an honourable mention for photography at a gala dinner in Baltimore, Maryland, honouring members in the northeastern US and Ontario. And in June, for the second year in a row, York won silver in the best magazine category in the Prix d’Excellence awards bestowed by the Canadian Council for the Advancement of Education. Moreover, York! was the only magazine to be recognized in both years. I think that’s a fine tribute to the consistency of quality our talented staff produces.

We also won silver in the best photography category, for Edward Gajdel’s brooding Summer 2004 cover shot of acclaimed author and York alum Nino Ricci, plus a bronze for best article for Ricci’s own bylined memoir in that issue, “The Lifetime Reading Plan.” As I told Ricci, “Your face did better than your fortune.” He replied, “I’m always happy to win an award, for any reason.” Good rule.
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YORKU is proud to have 120 new full-time faculty members joining us at York. We hope that everyone will have a happy and successful year.

Moreover, contrary to popular belief, York receives less than half of its revenue from government. The majority comes from non-governmental sources such as tuition, university business operations and donations. In other words, York University operates just as other not-for-profit charitable organizations do. This independence, I think, is the way to best achieve academic freedom.

Today York has never been stronger – in academic reputation, in research and scholarly contributions, in service to the community, Canada and the world. Each student can be proud to be involved with York University, not only in the classroom but in the hundreds of student clubs. In our many sports groups and in the governance of York, Citizenship at York is an active affair and we encourage everyone to join in and get involved.
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Experts say you make the right – or wrong – impression on a prospective employer within seven seconds. So in a job interview you need to do everything possible to stack the odds in your favour. “We’re always putting forward an image,” says Farheen Rashid, career programs coordinator in York’s Career Centre. “We help students make sure it’s the right one.” Although there are many different types of business wear, the two most common are business casual and professional attire. The former presents an image that’s neat, clean and conservative but not too formal, often found in non-profit organizations, customer service industries and schools. The professional look is conservative, traditional and often associated with professions that involve more authority, such as law, finance or accounting – think power colours like black, blue and grey.

To help students put their best foot forward, Rashid developed a three-part “professional etiquette” series last academic year. The course was such a success that the Career Centre plans to offer students more sessions this year. Here are some key tips – for anyone – on dressing for success:

**WOMEN**

**Skin Flick:** Cleavage is out. Experts agree that the more skin you show the less professional you look.

**You’ve Got Nails:** Keep them a normal length. Colour should be neutral.

**What’s That Smell?:** Tone down on perfume (if at all).

**Small is Beautiful:** Giant tote bags/backpacks are good for camping, but not job interviews. Try a small portfolio.

**Makeup Lite:** Unless you’re in Cirque de Soleil, use cosmetics sparingly.

**Are Those Earrings or a Chandelier?:** Big jewellery is out.

**Going Up?:** Reasonable hemlines are a must.

**Sheer Ingenuity:** Pantyhose should match shoes and hemline. It should also be flawless (no runs). Save the black fishnets for clubbing.

**Hair Dos:** Do keep your coif pulled back and out of your face.

**What a Heel:** High heels are fine but they should be tasteful.

**MEN**

**No Stragglers:** Facial hair (if any) should be neatly trimmed.

**A Real Cinch:** A tasteful belt will help rein you in.

**Suits You:** Choose suits in grey, black or blue.

**Hands Up!:** Make sure hands are clean and have well-groomed fingernails. No motor-oil stains, please.

**Lint Trap?:** Make sure your suit or clothing is stain and dust free.

**Photography by Lindsay Lozon**

**Spit ‘n’ Polish:** Stay with clean, closed (i.e. no sandals) dress shoes in good condition.
What They’re Reading

York people reveal what’s on the bedside table

Tom Cohen, professor of history, Faculty of Arts
Gil Italiani in Africa Orientale: III, la caduta dell’impero
By Angelo Del Boca

“When in Rome (and I’m on sabbatical) I do as the Romans do and read Italian things. The main block to buying books is the puzzle of how to fetch home the loot. A spavined bedside table (by necessity) trimms my book pile, so I usually keep them on the marble dresser. My favourite book right now — and it’s way outside my ken — is this tome on Italy’s tragicomic brief empire in Ethiopia. I’m enjoying it immensely.”

Michaell Moir,
University archivist and head, Archives & Special Collections

Generally Speaking: The Memoirs of Major-General Richard Rohmer
By Richard Rohmer

“Rohmer’s memoirs have kept me company on the long bus rides along Jane Street as I travel to and from the Keele campus. I’m now arranging and describing the general’s papers, which will be rehoused in our nascent Special Collections. The papers include a number of Rohmer’s books and a few pieces of correspondence, mostly from his time as a general in the Army. I’m finding the memoirs to be a rich source of information about the Army during the First World War.”

Bench Pressed

Steven Flusty gives Toronto’s public spaces low marks

Steven Flusty knows a thing or two about cities that work and cities that don’t. Flusty, a York urban geography prof who’s LA born and bred, is pawed about cities that don’t provide good public space or, when they do, seek to control it by using private security firms, gates and video surveillance.

Public space — parks, parkettes, public squares, benches etc. — are all part of the urban landscape Flusty has studied in cities worldwide, as part of his groundbreaking work to challenge our ideas about the modern city. He says such space is integral to successful cityscapes. So how’s Toronto’s public-space road report card? A failure apparently.

“Toronto is a multicultural city and, like so many other global cities, it celebrates itself as a hotbed of diversity,” says Flusty. “But it doesn’t have public spaces that encourage different populations to mix.”

Specifically, Flusty mentions Toronto’s “bum-proof” benches as emblematic of our underlying uneasiness about urban space. “Most of Toronto’s public benches are really bench simulacra,” says Flusty. “They’re post-postmodern benches. They look like places to sit, but aren’t.” He says that in the global postmodern city it’s important to give the impression of friendliness, but you don’t want people to linger or stay. “Globalization is about money and flow-through. Visit, spend, leave. Take Nathan Phillips and Dundas squares — they’re designed for tourists, bureaucrats and business execs, not citizens.”

Flusty suggests Toronto’s discomfort with public space’s “unpredictability” may have its antecedents in the city’s pre-1970s WASP work ethic, where idle hands were seen to do the devil’s work. Whatever the reasons, his students have walked along downtown Yonge Street and west along Bloor Street to Christie Pits, and “there are precious few places to just sit. No green space. I mean, these are major pedestrian thoroughfares. Why aren’t there more benches?”

Forgetting Pain

A York health expert demonstrates how to outfox the nervous system

As a graduate student, Joel Katz had been interested in why amputees could not only remember pain in phantom limbs but also experience it as real. It eventually led Katz, York’s Canada Research Chair in Health Psychology, to study the phenomenon of the central nervous system’s hyperresponsivity to pain. Katz wondered if there were ways of pre-empting our nervous system from learning about pain.

Working with anesthesiologists at Toronto’s University Health Network, Katz has now demonstrated, using pre-emptive pain techniques on 145 women undergoing abdominal surgery, that such an approach can be effective. "It’s clear," says Katz, "that the best way to forget pain is never to have learned it in the first place."
Installation artist and York visual arts Professor Nina Levitt knows a great topic when she sees one (or is that spies one?). And that was exactly the case when, while she was doing a show at an Oshawa art gallery four years ago, the curator mentioned that an ultra-secret “spy camp” had existed nearby during the Second World War. More specifically, the camp trained women agents for espionage assignments. Levitt was intrigued. “Camp X”, as it was known, was so secret that even then-prime minister Mackenzie King didn’t know about it. Britain sent many women spies to Occupied France, but information about their activities was kept secret. Levitt’s most recent installation, shown in Toronto and Montreal and titled Little Breeze, is the eponymous nickname of famous British spy Violette Szabo. Entering the gallery, the viewer sees 1940s-style vintage suitcases scattered about the floor. Picking up a case ... move through the room. A third part of the installation is a text work on the lives of other special operations women.

“It’s ironic,” says Levitt, “but women’s very social invisibility allowed them to be visible, literally, in France and helped them gather intelligence.”

**Resources**

**Madness Documented**

A new Web site looks at an oft-hidden history

It’s a mad, mad world and three York professors are intent on helping us understand it better. Well, not the world’s insanity perhaps, but at least Canada’s. Faculty of Arts Professors Megan Davies (Health & Society Program) and Kimberly White (Law & Society Program) and Prof. Geoffrey Reaume of the Atkinson School of Health Policy & Management have come up with the not-so-crazy idea of creating a Web site devoted to documenting the history of madness in Canada (www.historyofmadness.ca). Its purpose, says the site, is “to access part of our past that has too often been hidden from view.”

Davies says its academic, archival and teaching value (say, as a Web resource for high-school students) will be unparalleled. “A Web site has more potential for reaching people compared to a book that would end up on a university library shelf.” She notes that the site is not only an archival resource about the history of madness in Canada (included online will be items like NFB documentaries, photos, casefiles, newspaper articles, oral histories, and related medical and psychiatric articles), but also a forum for patient input.

“As we develop the site there will be consistent representation from patients and consumers on the Web site committee and Web pages,” says Davies. “It’s definitely collaborative and represents a diversity of perspectives and disciplines.” The bilingual site will contain links to educational resources, historical information, venues for discussion, and a place to undertake and publish research. “Madness is the dark side of living,” says Davies, “but it’s real life and it is both social and medical history. That’s why it’s important to have resources that will archive this material, but it’s also a place people can use to air and publish views and opinions.”

**Resources**

**Worshipping History**

Two York profs document Toronto’s religious places

Gabi Scardellato and Roberto Perin are on a religious mission – and a mission they pursue religiously. Nearly every summer Sunday since 1996, the two York History professors have met to walk around Toronto neighbourhoods. Their self-imposed task – which they love – is to document the history of 248 Toronto places of worship in pictures and words. They say the city’s churches illustrate the story of Toronto, its neighbourhoods and the waves of immigrants who lived there, used them, and ultimately moved on. The pair will soon have a Web site documenting their findings, and a guidebook is in the planning stages. Scardellato and Perin tend to use the term “places of worship” – as in mosques, synagogues, temples etc. – as much as “church”. Although, as Perin notes, “What’s now a mosque might have been owned by several different denominations since it was built in the 1800s.”

But they also found it was a way of documenting many historic houses of worship before they disappeared. Says Perin, “Since we began this, quite a few churches have been sold and torn down to put up condos.”

**Resources**

**The Secret Women**

A York visual artist explores the world of female spies

**Resources**

**Neighborhoods**
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**Resources**
The following stories – all by York students – probably wouldn’t have been written 10 or more years ago. At least, not at York. Set in locales ranging from Eastern Europe to Southeast Asia, as well as Canada, these works represent the demographic diversity that is the campus today. York’s ethnic makeup has changed dramatically in recent decades, mirroring the changes in the Greater Toronto Area itself. According to the 1996 census, almost 40 per cent of the total GTA population – a portion amounting to 3.8 million people – is foreign-born, compared to 17.4 per cent in the country as a whole. Recent figures show that the Big Smoke receives about 100,000 immigrants a year.

The stories presented here in edited excerpts are in the form of “fictional autobiography”, drawing on the lives of the students themselves before they came to Canada or soon after they arrived. The stories were part of class assignments for the social science courses Childhood & Society and The School & Fiction, offered by Atkinson Professor Chris Searle.

“Many of the students in these classes are prospective teachers,” says Searle. “The idea was to look critically at education. I’ve always found stories are really valuable as a way of clarifying experience and I’ve been continually struck by students’ honest expression of the experience. What’s amazing is that of my 120 students I have 32 different countries represented.”

Whether fact or fiction, what’s striking about all of the stories is their voice of authenticity. And in effect, the selected excerpts that follow are memoirs, because their writers repeatedly told YorkU that they didn’t make anything up. The content is a reminder of the breadth of formative experiences that today’s students – and Canadians – carry with them.

Searle eventually plans to collect the stories in a book, Toronto Cosmos, to be published in 2006 by Between the Lines. “We’ll have 50-plus students’ work represented,” says Searle. “And about 31 different countries.” Monies from the book will go to support Red Cross redevelopment efforts in the wake of the Asian tsunami disaster.

Waiting in Line

From “Journey from Communism to Capitalism” by Ioana Nicoara

Born in Romania, Ioana Nicoara immigrated to Canada in 1990 after the Romanian revolution and the demise of the communist party. This is the first time she has written about her life, and she fictionalized nothing, she says. Nicoara graduated this year with a BA (Specialized Honours) in physical geography and a BEd.

Life in Romania was bittersweet: hard yet beautiful. As a child I had minimal understanding of the adult world, let alone politics at the time. I do remember waiting in line for days in order to get meat. People would line up every day, from morning until afternoon (especially retired people, who had the time), waiting until the store would close. Then, they would pack up their portable chairs and go home, repeating that same activity the next day, until the meat truck would come: it was never known exactly when. The trucks frequently ran out of meat and so family members would take turns daily to wait in lines of hundreds.

The requirements were to bring the personal identification cards of all family members to prove how many people you were feeding; then you would get an “appropriate” portion based on that. When my grandparents died, we continued using their cards to get more meat. It’s a horrible thing to do, but we were living on vegetables, potatoes and pickled products. My parents needed to buy meat to make a decent meal for two young children.

The supermarkets reminded me of empty hospitals. They were big white rooms with empty shelves (except for mustard and detergent). The only necessities found on a regular basis in stores were bread and milk (if one woke up early enough to pick them up). What I remember well was that every Sunday, an old lady from a neighbouring rural village would walk down our street selling fresh sour cream, cheese, eggs and milk from her farm. The dairy products she sold were the best tasting that I have ever had!

School provided a very different atmosphere from home. I was always a good student and brought home good marks. The teachers in Romania during the 1980s were mostly female and dressed very stylishly, yet conservatively. The strategy used to discipline students varied among teachers. Corporal punishment or forms of mental pressure and threats were frequently used. For example, teachers would say things like “You’ll never amount to anything and your parents will be ashamed of you!” or they would hit you with a ruler and make you kneel on walnut shells.

As students, we had mandatory dress codes. For example, all female students were required to wear skirts with stockings and a headband that kept the hair in place (you were not allowed to wear your hair loose). Almost all students respected their teachers because we were brought up to respect anyone older than us and had a certain fear of authorities. Never would we speak back to a teacher! If you misbehaved, punishment would occur at school and at home.
School of Conflict From “The Prison Without Bars” by Dae Jin Yang

Third-year Atkinson student Dae Jin Yang was born in South Korea and grew up there. He came to Canada in 2000. His story is true, he says. “It is about my high school period and its education style—similar to a military education. I worry about whether publishing my story will do the right thing to do. People might laugh or think my country is strange or unpredictable because of its strict style of education.” Yang is studying human resources management.

The department of education in the city made decisions about what high school we went to, without concern about the distance. Sometimes, it was too far. For example, my friend lived in a place further from his school than from Waterloo to York University.

My school was a pretty long distance, so I had to get up by 5am to get on the bus. The bad thing was my parents also suffered because they had to make my lunch and dinner before 5am. This continued for three years.

On the first day, I was nervous because of unfamiliar classmates, teachers, the school system and new buildings. After an introduction and information from our class teacher, all the new students entered the auditorium to hear the principal’s first address. He said a lot of things, but I just remembered one thing: Thing-Winners. Four-Losers (students who sleep three hours can eat a good university but those who sleep four hours shouldn’t even think about university—which meant study hard and don’t sleep). It is last words were, “Combat has started, soldiers now fight!”

There were different punishments according to students’ levels of fault. Some teachers were very kind and punishment was not severe; they usually tried to communicate first. There was a sense of fear together with the feeling of fault. Some teachers were very strict. They usually tried to “punish” the student, not teaching the lesson. It was like slave labour. We did not receive any gratitude, like little flags or stars for outstanding performance, as I was used to in my old school. It was like being in a prison.

Everybody hurries to the basement, it’s the safest place!” my mother cried. I waddled as fast as I could, with my mother behind me and my two older sisters forming a close train behind her. It was dark and we could hardly see. I was scared but didn’t know why. My mother picked me up in her arms trying to comfort me, so that I wouldn’t realize the magnitude of what was happening around the house. I could see tears rolling down my oldest sister’s cheek as she held my sister closer to her shivering body. Mostly, it was the horrific look pasted on my mother’s face that led me to believe how scary this was. Mother would repeatedly pray for us and for my father, who was at work at the time. The loud sirens were howling across the city followed by the frequent sounds of blasting and explosions, which caused the house to tremble. Of course, being three years old I didn’t know what made the noises; all I knew was that I didn’t like it.

We had been suffering through a vicious war between Iran and Iraq for six years, and my parents were in a war zone. We were used to hearing the sounds of war and were used to the old days. For example, my friend lived in a place further from his school than from Waterloo to York University.

Sometimes, it was too far. For example, my friend lived in a place further from his school than from Waterloo to York University.

We were not permitted to cross the Iranian border while the country was at war with Iraq; therefore our escape was not only our who could send money to finalize our documents. My father had no complications at the airport and landed in Canada safely. I remember we were ecstatic when we got the long distance call from my dad. We thought that we would be reunited soon.

My father dutifully sent all the money he earned to Dr. Nabi. After months of negotiations, Dr. Nabi and his associates were ready to send us to Canada with a stopover at Bangkok airport. Our fake passports said that we were Italian, so my mother continued reminding us not to speak Farsi while near any authorities at the airport. Before we could board the next plane in Bangkok that was supposed to take us to Canada, the customs officer became suspicious of our documents, so an Italian translator was brought out to expose us. When my father didn’t respond in Italian, they quickly realized that we were illegal refugees and threatened to throw all of us in a Bangkok prison. The thought of having to be separated from her children was unbearable for her. She pleaded with the authorities to let her speak to the Canadian embassy.

After several exhausting hours in the terminal we were informed we could go to the embassy. My mother explained our situation to the powerful gentleman behind the desk. She said that we were too young to be placed in jail and that we needed her to survive in Thailand; she begged for mercy. He recognized our plight and helped us stay out of jail but said we would have to stay in Thailand to apply for refugee status. My mother explained to us that this arrangement would only be temporary and we needed to stay there until my father could bring us to Canada.

During those years in Thailand, my family and I made frequent trips to the immigration offices. It had been almost three years, and we were eager to lose hope of seeing our loved mother again. So far, in desperation, my mother packed our bags and took us to the immigration offices, threatening to stay there with her three kids until they gave us some sort of answer. For the first few hours they tried to ignore us but later a woman with a white folder in her hand came out and told us she had our visas in the folder and we would be leaving for Canada in a month. And so it was. Soon we were on a plane heading toward Canada.

The anticipation of seeing my father made the plane ride seem twice as long as it was. It had been so long since I last saw him, I had forgotten what he looked like. As the plane flew over Toronto I smelled, knowing that this was my new home. As we walked through the maze of people and luggage, I saw two men walking towards us at the end of the hallway. My mother was on her wonderful whispering voice, turned towards me and said, “That’s Daddy.” I ran as fast as I could toward the two gentlemen, leaped up and hugged my father hard as I could. But my mother walked to the other gentleman and hugged him. “Armin, this is Mischa,” she said with a giggle. My life in Canada had begun.

Teachers’ Pot From “Memories of School” by Olessia Belgorodskii

Olisia Belgorodskii was born in Moscow and emigrated to Canada in 1997. “This was a true childhood experience,” she says. “Writing this story gave me the opportunity to express my true feelings and my true fear.” Belgorodskii is in her fourth year at Atkinson, majoring in accounting.

In Russia, we do not have kindergarten, so children go to school at six or seven years old. Oh, I cannot tell you how happy I was to go to school. My first day was wonderful. There were a lot of flowers and balloons everywhere. There were a lot of teachers with smiling and welcoming faces, who congratulated us with the big first step towards learning. When we entered the classroom, a young blonde woman with a very pleasant smile said to us: “Hello, kids! Please sit down. I am going to be your teacher. You are about to start your journey into learning. I am going to be your friend. But this good time came to an end as soon as I moved with my parents to another district in Moscow.

The school was a pretty long distance, so I had to get up by 5am to get on the bus. The bad thing was my parents also suffered because they had to make my lunch and dinner before 5am. This continued for three years.

During those years in Thailand, my family and I made frequent trips to the immigration offices. It had been almost three years, and we were eager to lose hope of seeing our loved mother again. So far, in desperation, my mother packed our bags and took us to the immigration offices, threatening to stay there with her three kids until they gave us some sort of answer. For the first few hours they tried to ignore us but later a woman with a white folder in her hand came out and told us she had our visas in the folder and we would be leaving for Canada in a month. And so it was. Soon we were on a plane heading toward Canada.

The anticipation of seeing my father made the plane ride seem twice as long as it was. It had been so long since I last saw him, I had forgotten what he looked like. As the plane flew over Toronto I smelled, knowing that this was my new home. As we walked through the maze of people and luggage, I saw two men walking towards us at the end of the hallway. My mother was on her wonderful whispering voice, turned towards me and said, “That’s Daddy.” I ran as fast as I could toward the two gentlemen, leaped up and hugged my father hard as I could. But my mother walked to the other gentleman and hugged him. “Armin, this is Mischa,” she said with a giggle. My life in Canada had begun.

We did not receive any gratitude, like little flags or stars for outstanding performance, as I was used to in my old school. It was like slave labour.

From “Teachers’ Pet” by Dae Jin Yang

Third-year Atkinson student Dae Jin Yang was born in South Korea and emigrated to Canada in 1997. “This was a true childhood experience,” she says. “Writing this story gave me the opportunity to express my true feelings and my true fear.” Belgorodskii is in her fourth year at Atkinson, majoring in accounting.

In Russia, we do not have kindergarten, so children go to school at six or seven years old. Oh, I cannot tell you how happy I was to go to school. My first day was wonderful. There were a lot of flowers and balloons everywhere. There were a lot of teachers with smiling and welcoming faces, who congratulated us with the big first step towards learning. When we entered the classroom, a young blonde woman with a very pleasant smile said to us: “Hello, kids! Please sit down. I am going to be your teacher. You are about to start your journey into learning. I am going to be your friend. But this good time came to an end as soon as I moved with my parents to another district in Moscow.

The school was a pretty long distance, so I had to get up by 5am to get on the bus. The bad thing was my parents also suffered because they had to make my lunch and dinner before 5am. This continued for three years.

During those years in Thailand, my family and I made frequent trips to the immigration offices. It had been almost three years, and we were eager to lose hope of seeing our loved mother again. So far, in desperation, my mother packed our bags and took us to the immigration offices, threatening to stay there with her three kids until they gave us some sort of answer. For the first few hours they tried to ignore us but later a woman with a white folder in her hand came out and told us she had our visas in the folder and we would be leaving for Canada in a month. And so it was. Soon we were on a plane heading toward Canada.

The anticipation of seeing my father made the plane ride seem twice as long as it was. It had been so long since I last saw him, I had forgotten what he looked like. As the plane flew over Toronto I smelled, knowing that this was my new home. As we walked through the maze of people and luggage, I saw two men walking towards us at the end of the hallway. My mother was on her wonderful whispering voice, turned towards me and said, “That’s Daddy.” I ran as fast as I could toward the two gentlemen, leaped up and hugged my father hard as I could. But my mother walked to the other gentleman and hugged him. “Armin, this is Mischa,” she said with a giggle. My life in Canada had begun.

We did not receive any gratitude, like little flags or stars for outstanding performance, as I was used to in my old school. It was like slave labour.

From “Teachers’ Pet” by Dae Jin Yang

Third-year Atkinson student Dae Jin Yang was born in South Korea and emigrated to Canada in 1997. “This was a true childhood experience,” she says. “Writing this story gave me the opportunity to express my true feelings and my true fear.” Belgorodskii is in her fourth year at Atkinson, majoring in accounting.
A Question of Standards

From “I Have a Name” by Karishma Kapil

Karishma Kapil’s parents saved her from India, although she was born in Lusaka, Zambia. “I lived there until I was 10 — that was when we came to Toronto,” she says. “This was the first time I had written anything in English. I was remembering my uprooted past as I was writing it because I realized how much I was discriminated against. I remembered how lonely I felt.” Kapil graduated from York last year with a BA in psychology and now is pursuing a second degree in sociology.

When I walked into the ESL class there was not a single student. My new teacher resumed his lesson in fractions. Why didn’t he ask me my name? How come he didn’t give me a chance to try again. We should not make fun of people who come from other countries and cannot speak English. She’ll learn. We’re going to send her to ESL and hopefully by the end of this year she will be able to communicate with us.” It wasn’t fair. I was frozen. My jaw did not want to move. I was still too cold from standing outside. Everyone started laughing. The teacher got that same pained look he had before. “Okay class, that’s enough. Our education standards in Canada are higher than what you may have had in Africa. I don’t think she’ll be able to cope with Grade 6 here. ESL will help her integrate properly in an English-speaking society,” said the principal. He seemed a little uncomfortable with the look my mother was giving him.

“OK, class! That’s enough!” he said in a big booming voice. “After reviewing her records I think we will place her in Grade 5 and she will have to attend ESL which is...”

“ESL?” My mother frowned. “What do you mean ESL? It’s her first language. She was in Grade 6 in Zambia so why not put her in Grade 6 here?”

“Well, our education standards in Canada are higher than what you may have had in Africa. I don’t think she’ll be able to cope with Grade 6 here. ESL will help her integrate properly in an English-speaking society,” said the principal. He seemed a little uncomfortable with the look my mother was giving him.

My mother left the office in a huff, and the principal led me to the principal’s office to review her records. I think we will place her in Grade 5 and she will have to attend ESL which is...”

“ELLO,” he said in a big booming voice. “After reviewing her records I think we will place her in Grade 5 and she will have to attend ESL which is...”

“My new teacher resumed his lesson in fractions. Why didn’t he ask me my name? How come he didn’t give me a chance to try again. We should not make fun of people who come from other countries and cannot speak English. She’ll learn. We’re going to send her to ESL and hopefully by the end of this year she will be able to communicate with us.” It wasn’t fair. I was frozen. My jaw did not want to move. I was still too cold from standing outside. Everyone started laughing. The teacher got that same pained look he had before. “Okay class, that’s enough. Our education standards in Canada are higher than what you may have had in Africa. I don’t think she’ll be able to cope with Grade 6 here. ESL will help her integrate properly in an English-speaking society,” said the principal. He seemed a little uncomfortable with the look my mother was giving him.

“How...?!” My mouth was frozen. My jaw did not want to move. I was still too cold from standing outside. Everyone started laughing. The teacher got that same pained look he had before. “Okay class, that’s enough. Our education standards in Canada are higher than what you may have had in Africa. I don’t think she’ll be able to cope with Grade 6 here. ESL will help her integrate properly in an English-speaking society,” said the principal. He seemed a little uncomfortable with the look my mother was giving him.

My new teacher resumed his lesson in fractions. Why didn’t he ask me my name? How come he didn’t give me a chance to try again. We should not make fun of people who come from other countries and cannot speak English. She’ll learn. We’re going to send her to ESL and hopefully by the end of this year she will be able to communicate with us.” It wasn’t fair. I was frozen. My jaw did not want to move. I was still too cold from standing outside. Everyone started laughing. The teacher got that same pained look he had before. “Okay class, that’s enough. Our education standards in Canada are higher than what you may have had in Africa. I don’t think she’ll be able to cope with Grade 6 here. ESL will help her integrate properly in an English-speaking society,” said the principal. He seemed a little uncomfortable with the look my mother was giving him.

“I nodded my head, and got up from my chair. I guessed I

Crowded Quarters

From “Good and Bad” by Yusuf Mohamed

Yusuf Mohamed was born in Somalia, but grew up in Canada after moving here at the age of five. “To write this I had to go way back in time to a place I haven’t been in a long time. I felt very sad when I started to write about it. My mother left the office in a huff, and the principal led me to the principal’s office to review her records. I think we will place her in Grade 5 and she will have to attend ESL which is...”

“ELLO,” he said in a big booming voice. “After reviewing her records I think we will place her in Grade 5 and she will have to attend ESL which is...”

“Sorry class... and... tell... us... about... yourself.” I started to tell her that today was my second day in Toronto. I told her everything about my family, myself, my old school and how, today, after school, I was going to go shopping to buy some winter clothes. My new ESL teacher did not say anything to me. She got up and walked out of the classroom. I was left sitting there staring after her wondering what I had said that made her leave. After a long time, she returned; her face was all red. She seemed angry.

“Come along, honey. You’re going back to Mr. Herrick’s class, you don’t need mine. He is going to give you some tests to see the rest of the students have already taken. If you do well, you’ll stay. If you don’t, you’ll put you in Grade 5. Do you understand?”

I nodded my head, and got up from my chair. I guessed I would be staying in Mr. Herrick’s class after all because if he told me on things he was teaching in class earlier in the day I’d do fine. I had already learned all that at my old school.

I woke up extra early that morning, just to make sure I was not going to be late for my very first day of school in my new adopted home. We had just arrived in Canada from Somalia two weeks before. It took a while for us to settle in and get comfortable living with my uncle, his wife and two daughters in a small three-bedroom apartment. The apartment for the most part felt crowded, especially when all of us were there at the same time. One dreadful thing was that there was only one bathroom in the apartment for nine people – everything else I coped with except for that. The wait for that bathroom got a bit ridiculous sometimes. No matter how much I tried I could never beat my cousins to the bathroom, and once either one got in there I was guaranteed a long wait. I knew there was going to be a possibility of me being late for my first day of school because of the bathroom issue, so I took some precautions. I took a bath the night before – that would save a lot of time and keep me fresh; and I prepared my clothes on the side of my bed, so all I had to do was just slip into them and go. The last order of business was to pack my bag with all the school supplies I imagined I would need: pencil, pen, eraser, ruler, sharpener, glue, markers and lots of paper. With everything done I felt confident there was nothing that would go wrong. Sad to say, my plan was not as flawless as I thought. I totally forgot that I was not the only one heading to school. I was too busy getting excited over the possibility that I was going to learn, but my brother and cousin couldn’t care less. They were up until midnight playing video games and didn’t have an ounce of energy the next morning to wake up. For nearly 30 minutes I tried doing everything imaginable to awaken them, like zombies from a grave.
The Mind’s Eye

Doug Crawford, winner of this year’s Steacie Prize, gave up his guitar for brain research. BY MICHAEL TODD

I wasn’t until his third year at the University of Western Ontario, while an undergraduate, that Doug Crawford had his epiphany. That’s when he decided to stop playing electric guitar three hours a day, and concentrate more on studying science. “At the time, I had the usual fantasies about becoming a rock star,” says Crawford, who comes from a farming background in southwest Ontario. He was the first among them to attend university.

Although he’s not on stage cranking out tunes, Crawford has still earned star status. Earlier this year, he received the prestigious Steacie Prize. The award is given to a promising young Canadian scientist or engineer who is 40 or under. Essentially it’s the Canadian science establishment’s version of an Academy Award for its younger members. Past Steacie honorees have included such scientific big guns as chemist John Polanyi, who went on to win the Nobel Prize. Crawford, who holds the Canada Research Chair in Visuo-motor Neuroscience at York, is also associate director of York’s Centre for Vision Research and a professor in the department of Psychology, Biology and Kinesiology & Health Science. He’s in charge of a lab that’s engaged in three areas of vision research: eye-hand coordination; 3-D gaze control; and trans-saccadic integration (picking together perceptions across different gaze fixations). In part, the award — York’s first — recognizes the contributions to brain science made by Crawford and his interdisciplinary team of 20 researchers.

“I wasn’t your prototypical geeky science kid,” says Crawford. But he was always very curious about the natural world and how it worked. “As a child I was interested in frogs, bones and rocks and that kind of thing. I remember one day showing up on the back porch with a decomposing raccoon and asking my mom if we could do something that would strip all the flesh off it. I think there were a few childhood dissections sprinkled in there, too. And in Grade 4 I did a project on the human body.”

One curiosity — considering that much of what Crawford and his labs now study is concerned with vision and the brain — is that in Grade 5 he proposed a project to his teacher on the vision of his pet tropical fish. “I wanted to know how they could see, or what it was they were seeing. It’s strange when you look back on things like that.”

But Crawford says his interests as a university student weren’t all science-related. He had an abiding interest in philosophy. “I was interested in the human mind and body. And now here I am looking at visual systems as they relate to our brain — our minds, if you want to think of it that way.”

Philosophy, he says, still very much ties into what he does or, at least, his approach to science. “I’m interested in basic science but I’ve always tried to find a medical application for what I do. My work can help particularly where you have people with stroke or trauma damage to their visual or motor systems.”

He and his collaborators recently released a groundbreaking study (appearing in the April issue of the respected journal Nature Neuroscience) that should aid stroke and head injury victims’ rehabilitation. “We showed that our theory of spatial memory and eye-hand coordination can explain the problems observed in patients with damage to the parietal cortex of the brain,” says Crawford.

“The question is: How do you know — after you’ve looked at an object and then are looking at something else — where that original object still is? How are we able to reach for it, more or less accurately, without actually looking at it?” asks Crawford. The scientists knew the brain creates visual maps (and keeps revising them) as we move our head and our eyes, he notes. “We showed this earlier using computer models, behavioral recordings and brain imaging, but this time we were actually able to use these findings to explain some unusual problems in brain-damaged patients. Amazingly, we found that these patients could reach quite normally to remembered objects, or quite poorly, depending on how they turned their eyes just before their reach.” The simple secret, Crawford found, was that people with damage to the right side of the parietal cortex needed to look left, and vice versa. “So this is something they can learn to do to help them recover, and it is also a way for doctors to diagnose their problem.”

Crawford says the parietal cortex relies on one fairly simple spatial “language” (or map) to guide our movements, whereas other areas of the frontal cortex can be thought of as “multilingual”. Medical researchers are now working on ways to “hook up” these areas with prosthetic devices which may allow stroke or other trauma patients to regain certain movements.

Expect more such insights from Crawford’s lab. “What I really enjoy these days is the synergy between training students, and research itself,” he says. And if he wasn’t busy being a scientist, what would he like to be doing? “Working as a writer. I’m too old for the rock guitar thing now.”

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVID STREET
When sterling silver-plated boxes filled with CARGO cosmetics found their way into the gift bags for 2003 Academy Award presenters and performers like Julie Andrews, Halle Berry, Renée Zellweger and Queen Latifah, York business grad Hana Zalzal could thumb her nose at the skeptics who doubted she could ever make it in makeup.

Since 1995, when she persuaded Eaton’s to retail her new, uniquely Canadian – yet unproven – line, CARGO has burgeoned into an international, multimillion-dollar business. Celebrities and their makeup artists are hooked on the sheer, blendable and longwearing cosmetics that photograph well. They also like the practical packaging – lip glosses in jumbo metal tins, combo blush-bronzers and foundation-sealers, lip gloss blister packs. TV actors – including Courtney Cox of “Friends” and Debra Messing of “Will & Grace” – have kept at Zalzal’s invitation to design their own lipsticks, which retail with 142 other CARGO Cosmetics products at such stores as Macy’s in New York and The Bay in Canada, as well as online. As the brand’s star has risen, so has Zalzal’s. Two years ago, when CARGO made its academy debut, Zalzal herself was named one of Canada’s Top 40 Under 40 entrepreneurs and business leaders, and profiled in Report on Business magazine in The Globe and Mail.

What sweet success for a civil engineer from Scarborough who abandoned a promising corporate career at 30 to take on the Helena Rubinstein and Revlons of this world. The guy who once sneered, “If Eaton’s places an order, I’ll eat my shirt,” only spurred Zalzal on. “The idea is not to be scared,” she says.

Zalzal never dreamed cosmetics would be her future. Good at art and English in high school, she started studying architecture at the University of Toronto. Students smoked in class, sat on the floor, addressed the prof by his first name. “It was a big culture shock” for the daughter of Egyptian Catholics who grew up in safe, suburban West Hill. She switched to engineering – her father’s field – and fit right in. Most of her classmates came from immigrant families, lived at home and studied hard, just like her. Eventually, she married one of them.

“Engineering was so tough it made everything else I did seem easy,” says Zalzal, who, after two restless years designing cable systems for Bell, earned an MBA from York in 1992. After another two years doing marketing at Bell, then financial analysis at The Molson Companies Limited, she bid goodbye to the corporate world for good in 1995. “I did not belong in a large company. It did not mesh with my personality. I wanted the freedom to work in the fashion I wanted to and exercise all parts of my brain. I really wanted to create something.” And she knew she could because a York course in self-assessment and career development “confirmed that entrepreneurship fit my personality.” She was 30, married without children and had a big idea. Like most teenage girls, Zalzal started wearing drugstore makeup. “It wasn’t until I was in my 20s that I developed a passion for it. I was very experimental.” It was the 1980s and young women “didn’t want to wear their mother’s makeup.” But there wasn’t a lot of choice. “The ladies behind the counters all liked staid wardrobes.” And there were rules. “I remember wearing navy blue eyeliner and navy blue mascara and one woman told me I didn’t go with brown eyes.” Zalzal began checking out foreign makeup trends wherever she traveled. On a trip to New York in the early ’90s, she noticed new niche brands and recognized an opportunity. “I saw a hole in the market in Canada.”

She picked the brains of professional makeup artists, beginning with the woman who did her wedding makeup, to develop quality products, then outsourced the lab work to produce formulas and colours. Working from a small den in her home and using what she learned at York, she created a business plan, an accounting system and a marketing strategy. She came up with the brand – “makeup is a woman’s cargo” – packaged her dual lip glosses in jumbo metal tins and christened her eye shadows after places (Costa Rica green, Peru’s purple, Toronto cream). The concept was so novel, she had no trouble persuading Eaton’s to retail CARGO as its first independent boutique brand. “It was the big turnaround point,” says Zalzal. Despite Eaton’s collapse in 1999, CARGO quickly landed in prestigious European and American department stores.

As CARGO passes its 10th anniversary, Zalzal never stops working, dreaming up innovative packaging and product lines that professional makeup artists and their celebrity clients continue to endorse. Though CARGO is expanding into other corners of the globe, the mother of three boys intends to remain based in Toronto – her Don Mills headquarters is a mere eight-minute drive to her North York home. At 41, Zalzal is doing what she loves. “I’m trying to juggle an abundance of blessings.” Every year, when she shares her success story with first-year students at York’s Schulich School of Business, she gives this advice: “The best lesson you can learn is follow your bliss. Be your authentic self, to quote Dr. Phil. If you love your job, you never work a day in your life.”
The alien invaders have been among us for years. They came quietly, unobtrusively, some by air, others by land and sea. Most were invited to our shores by compliant citizens aware of their empire over nature. As their numbers grew, the invaders gathered strength, preparing for the wave of assaults now crashing upon us. Habitats have been destroyed and victims have suffered starvation, convulsions, coma and death. It is truly a war of the worlds.

Is it science fiction? Not at all, says ecologist Dawn Bazely, professor of biology in York’s Faculty of Science & Engineering and co-author of Ecology and Control of Introduced Plants (2003). The invaders are all too real, and Bazely and her colleagues are the real-life scientist heroes looking for ways to save our economy, habitats and lives. They have realized that, while scientific research is an essential part of the solution, this is a broad social, political and ethical issue. Their interdisciplinary counterassault forms part of a global effort to understand and control invasive species as diverse as the microscopic SARS virus and the 25-metre-high Tree-of-heaven that can grow out of a crack in concrete. The danger can literally hit home. In some residential neighbourhoods, notes Bazely, “we ought to document how property values have declined because all the trees have been chopped down to stop the Asian long-horned beetle.”

Invasive non-indigenous species – INIS, or invasives, as they’re sometimes called – represent just a tiny fraction of the 1,442 non-indigenous species that inhabit Canada’s lakes, forests and farms, most of them introduced, accidentally or intentionally, by humans. But these keystone species dominate the ecosystems they settle into, causing disruption to everything there. Researchers such as economist Peter Victor of York’s Faculty of Environmental Studies (FES) are still trying to accurately assess the economic impact of invasives but he pegs it somewhere between $33.3 billion and $34.7 billion in Canada. The figure is US$125-140 billion south of the border.

In 2004, the York Centre for International & Security Studies and York biologist Laurence Packer organized a national conference in which participants from fields as diverse as mathematics, philosophy, ethics and the law looked at a wide range of issues relating to invasive species. The event highlighted York’s growing expertise in this struggle. One of the most notorious aquatic invaders of the 1980s, zebra mussels, shut down the water supply of a town in Michigan for three days thanks to its capacity for rapid growth in the nitrogen-polluted waters of the Great Lakes. It and another species from eastern Europe, the spiny water flea, are the focus of York biologist Norman Yan’s research for Ontario’s Ministry of Natural Resources at a field laboratory in Dorset, Ont. Jocelyn Martel, biology professor in Glendon’s Multidisciplinary Studies Department, has charted the land-based invasive Norway maple in his ongoing research into interaction between plants and herbivores.

The deadliest and most costly arrival of recent years came to Toronto and other cities by plane, in the lungs of travellers infected with the SARS virus. Another potentially fatal airborne invasive, West Nile virus, flew into our habitat on infected mosquitoes. How these threats to human health spread and interact with the environment is the subject of mathematical modelling research led by York’s Jian Hong Wu, Canada Research Chair in Applied Mathematics. At a recent workshop on Mathematical Modelling of Invasive Diseases held at Winnipeg’s National Microbiology Laboratory, mathematicians, public health researchers and two ecologists discussed the need for an interdisciplinary response. Bazely, who spoke at the meeting, was delighted at the inclusion of ecology, which is often separated from health research.

There are some experts – the “learn-to-love-ems”, as Bazely calls them – who contend we’re overreacting and cite the benefits of, for example, zebra mussels. These creatures’ feeding habits do contribute to clearer water that promotes the growth of water plants and a more hospitable environment for ducks and other desirable species. But, with the high cost of controlling the mussels’ spread into water systems, they are still considered an undesirable menace. To better define the term invasives, researchers like York FES Professor Lesa Fawcett, who studies public attitudes and environmental education efforts about pests and invasive species, hope to clarify the answers to questions such as “what is a pest?” and “who decides which species are dangerous and why?” Her FES colleague Jennifer Foster, an expert in ecological restoration, has written about the relationship between native and exotic species, questioning assumptions that the exotic varieties are universally damaging. It’s a complex issue – after all, Canada’s wheat and cattle originally came from elsewhere. Bazely agrees that most introduced species have little impact on ecosystems – it’s just that it doesn’t take many to wreak havoc.

The Canadian government is waking up to the economic impact of invasive species, and has set aside $85 million in funding. Bazely has attended many meetings with government staff developing something she sees as urgent: a Canadian National Strategy on Invasives, echoing similar policy and legislation efforts in Europe, Australia, New Zealand and the U.S.

To Bazely all the activity has already produced a helpful result, one that York has actively promoted since the 2004 conference: increased collaboration among researchers Canada-wide. “Academics,” says Bazely, “are actually having conversations with academics from other disciplines they wouldn’t normally have.” The war isn’t over.
wo down, three to go. “I figure I’ve got five books in me. Then I’m going to stop,” declares Dalton Higgins, dreadlocks bobbing to a Dire Straits tune filling the empty cafeteria at Toronto’s Harbourfront Centre, where he works as a music programmer. He has already co-authored two: in 2002, Much Master T: One VJ’s Journey, reminiscences of popular MuchMusic host Tony “Master T” Young, and this year, Hip Hop, a splashy primer designed to engage struggling readers.

Higgins, an increasingly high-profile cultural pundit who defies easy categorization, has been promoting Hip Hop, complete with teacher’s manual, to school boards, non-profit organizations, concert-goers, subway riders and “school boreds” in his old ’hood. Already, the Toronto District School Board has ordered 6,000 copies. He’s betting that kids from Grade 4 to 12 who might not otherwise willingly crack open a book, will leap through this one. Camouflaged with celebrity photographs, comic-strip narratives and quizzes, the colourful, notebook-sized paperback explores everything about hip hop - its stars, its beginnings, its world-wide appeal, its sound, its message - and teaches lessons in history, geography, music, language and gender issues along the way. “Hip hop is youth culture. It’s the only music that matters if you’re under 35,” says Higgins, who co-wrote the book with educator Greg Smith. “It’s the perfect gateway to literacy. And literacy is not all about reading Shakespeare or Wordsworth or V.S. Naipaul or Margaret Atwood.”

Hip hop was not Higgins’s gateway to literacy. But it was a big part of his teen years in Toronto in the 1980s, when he would hang out at a local record store after school. “Hip hop was in its embryonic stage. I got to listen to all the new recordings. As the voice of a disenfranchised culture, it spoke to my experience.”

The son of working-class Jamaican immigrants, Higgins excelled in high school. “While scoring high 90s in English lit, I was also scoring points on the basketball courts,” he recalls. He credits his mother for his impeccable enunciation and love of words. Despite hankering for a writing career, Higgins rejected the narrow scope of journalism school for the cornucopia of courses offered by York. By the time he graduated with a B.A in English and mass communications in 1995, he’d won a provincial bronze on the University’s sprint relay team and taken courses ranging from African and South Asian women’s literature to broadcasting policy. He’d also gained media skills as an Excalibur writer and radio host on York’s CHRY. “York broadened my parameters.”

His favourite course was Psychodrama and Sociometry. It stressed spontaneity and living “with no preconceived notions of the world”. His favourite book, discovered at York, is still Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man. “The theme of invisibility really resonates with me,” says Higgins. Even though he is as Canadian as the next guy, “black was the first thing people saw. They expected to hear me speak reggae. They didn’t know I played hockey at Maple Leaf Gardens.”

Take away the dreadlocks and Higgins, in casual pullover and pants, would disappear in a crowd. “The reason I got into print journalism is because a good story is a good story. Readers don’t care if you come from China or India or Jamaica or England.” Print is colourblind. So during his early career, Higgins worked as managing editor of black-culture magazine Word, wrote feature stories and conducted A-list artist interviews for New York-based The Source and reported for Toronto’s weekly alternative NOW magazine. In 2001, he won honourable mention at the National Magazine Awards for his Saturday Night feature “15 Ways Of Looking At Vince Carter.” In 2002, he co-authored Much Master T for ECW Press, vaulting him into pop culture and hip-hop expert status.

But print couldn’t contain the exuberantly verbal Higgins, who answers questions with “let me tell you a story,” relishes “slanguage” and can riff authoritatively on everything from teenagers’ false notion of success to the importance of family. “I’m a big, fat, wet African-Canadian sponge,” he says. “I take it all in.” Trained in film and television production at York, he slid seamlessly into broadcast media. CBC Radio’s “Outfront” aired his documentary on mouth musicians and “Metro Morning” recruited him to talk about the municipal election, then kept inviting him back. The print journalist morphed into a TV pundit, chatting about new music, books and movies as host of digital specialty channel TSN’s “Urban Groove” and on talk shows such as CBC News world’s “Counterpunch”, Much Music’s “Rap City” and TSN’s “Off the Record”. “I’m generally obsessed with pop culture,” says Higgins. “That’s what I am. I’m a polygot, a multi-interested cultural schizophrenic who takes on the world. It’s very hard to pin me down.”

Last year, Harbourfront hired Higgins full time as a music programmer, no doubt impressed by this Juno Awards jury member’s sweeping musical knowledge, by his often charitable work organizing youth conferences, media literacy workshops and festivals and by his infectious energy. “These days, when he’s not out evenings vetting acts and bands to perform at events like Harbourfront’s Chinese festival Dim Sum, Higgins is hard at work on his third book (working title “Babylonia”), a collection of essays about Canadian culture. Soon three down, two to go.”
Beautiful Music

Delighted fundraisers for the Accolade Project raise their goal to $10 million
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MOVING IN: Profs. with Jazz Ensemble members (clockwise from top left): George Karounos, Karen Ng, James McEleney, Mike Cado and David Steffan

O MUSIC PROFESSOR AND JAZZ DRUMMER
Barry Elmes, the new Accolade complex rising behind him will provide “one of the best facilities in North America for anybody to study music.” Elmes and members of the York University Jazz Ensemble he directs don’t have long to wait before they move in. Classrooms in Accolade West are already in use for the fall term, and theatres, studios and other superb facilities for the Faculty of Fine Arts in Accolade East are due to be completed in the new year. The Music Department, notes Elmes, has long since outgrown its old, scattered digs. Its new home will have a fully-equipped recital hall, state-of-the-art recording facilities, dozens of sound-proof practice rooms, and top-quality acoustic design throughout. “It’s very impressive,” he says.

The two Accolade structures, located on the south side of the Harry W. Arthurs Common, effectively complete a grand horseshoe of buildings in the heart of the Keele campus that began going up around the Common in the 1980s under then-president Harry Arthurs (see next page). Accolade will be a sublime new neighbour. The buildings will house a 325-seat proscenium theatre and a 325-seat recital hall flowing from a boldly designed performance halls lobby, plus a 500-seat high-tech cinema, a new home for the Art Gallery of York University and classroom space for the entire University.

The $107.5-million project, funded by the Ontario government and York, will become a new centre of the arts for all of the Greater Toronto Area. Community support has already been highly gratifying — so much so that the York University Foundation and the Faculty of Fine Arts have now doubled their fundraising goal to $10 million, after reaching their $5-million initial target from key donors sooner than expected. “These are people who are leaders in their commitment to the arts,” says Martin Goldfarb, who heads the Accolade Project fundraising drive. Among the most generous, each donating at least $3 million, were Tribute Communities and Ivan Fiscan and Sandra Faire. CBC has also made a $1 million gift to York which will in part support the Accolade Project. In late August, York showed its gratitude with an elegant reception to thank the donors.

In coming months, Goldfarb and the York Foundation will broaden their quest for donations from the public. And next May, the gala Brazilian Carnival Ball will be held in Toronto with all the flamboyance, fun and fundraising it is known for. The ball’s beneficiary: the Accolade Project. “It’s terrific,” says Goldfarb of all the support. “The arts are so important in the legacy of our society. And York graduates so many people who work in the arts all across the country — I don’t think there’s another institution in Canada that compares.”
University Professor Harry Arthurs has at least two formal claims to his fame: as an internationally respected legal scholar based at York’s Osgoode Hall Law School since 1961, and as York’s president from 1985 to 1992. But in the wake of his recent retirement, many who have tramped York’s grounds may appreciate him most for the building program he presided over, which reshaped the Keele campus. Vari Hall, York Lanes, the Student Centre and the Centre for Film & Theatre were among the projects carried out during his highly active presidency, and the Harry W. Arthurs Common that they flank is named in his honour. Arthurs looked back at that time, and his work, when he sat down with YorkU editor Berton Woodward and managing editor Michael Todd. Here are excerpts from the conversation:

Could you paint us a picture of York – particularly the physical York – as it was when you began your presidency?

The place to start is right there [pointing to an item on his desk], with that piece of concrete, which formed part of the ramp leading up to the podium in the Ross Building. It just symbolized everything that was functionally wrong with the Keele campus. First of all, it was built on an inhuman, unesthetic scale. It had no connection to the way people actually moved around the campus. It was virtually unusable in cold weather. All in all it was a bad idea.

But we had other problems. When I became president, as I recall, York had only about 65 per cent of the space it was entitled to under provincial guidelines, and we really got to the point where we couldn’t hire another faculty member – there was no place for her or him to park their bum. It was that simple. We couldn’t clean out classrooms because they were used hour after hour after hour – our utilization rates were stratospheric compared to other universities – so we simply had to have more space.

And finally, in environmental terms things were pretty desperate. We were parking cars in the middle of the campus – what’s now the Common was a parking lot. So part of the strategy – and it’s a very long-term strategy that the University is still working on – was to transform this from a sort of quintessential ’60s shopping mall concept to a much more urban concept. A lot of that’s just now coming to fruition.

You launched York’s master plan, didn’t you?

Indeed. The master planning exercise actually brought out a fourth dimension of why campus development was so important – it made people feel good about the place. We engaged the community – particularly the York community – very intimately in the development of this master plan. Obviously we also had planning consultants and transportation consultants. One of the things we did, for example, was, every time we designed a building, we put a model in a wind tunnel because we were determined to create pedestrian movement which was less brutal than we were used to.

Gradually we advanced with the in-fill of spaces among the buildings, the creation of logical patterns of pedestrian movement, and the walkway around the Common which resulted, alas, in the sacrifice of the ramp. We were able to get some government money. And we got some help from private donors. The Varis, for example, gave us what was then an amazing gift amounting to about $3 million.

For Vari Hall – effectively York’s front door. It’s amazing that York didn’t have a front door. It was a loading dock.

You’re exactly right. We got into the Ross Building by walking into a loading dock under the ramp, which was originally designed to accommodate mail deliveries. There were two or three little steps up, you walked by a loading dock just on your right, and you squeezed down this little corridor, and that’s how everybody entered the Ross Building.

Some people were very attached to it, for reasons that escape me. I remember having a discussion...
with one of my then vice-presidents. I wanted to do something with the part of the Ross Building that was right at the top of the ramp. I'd just become president on Jan. 1, and this guy said, “You can’t use this space, this is the University’s prime entrance. You come up the ramp, you enter this space,” which was a big atrium on the north side of the Ross Building. So we’re up on the ninth floor, and I said, “Okay, it snowed last night. It’s now 11 o’clock, let’s go downstairs and see how many people came in, because we’ll be able to see the footprints.” There wasn’t a single footprint. It was utterly pristine. So people weren’t using it, couldn’t use it. Ironically, I think about the only thing it was ever used for was the procession for my own installation, which took place in May. They formed people up in the podium of the Ross Building and marched them down the ramp, and that was about it. Then the ramp was gone.

You’ve probably heard some York urban myths –

It was not designed for California. That’s the myth I know best, that this was borrowed from a design intended for California. The truth of the matter is that through the ’60s, when universities were expanding rapidly, there was a certain philosophy of architecture. It was a brutalist philosophy, it was a suburban philosophy, and campuses were built in California, in Stockholm, in Buffalo, in Melbourne, all over the world, inspired by the same really unfortunate style of architecture. So, to that extent the myth is true. People were inspired by the same theories of architecture.

Could you go into the thinking behind York Lanes? We’ve heard students say, often with delight, “York’s got a mall!”

Well, it wasn’t, obviously, to cater to the mall rats. York had no adjacent community. When I became president we had 35,000 people living, working or studying on the campus, and if you needed a set of eyeglasses there was no place to go. There was hardly anywhere to eat. There were cafeterias – really appalling cafeterias – in the colleges, and not much else.

A second part of our thinking was that we wanted to form a kind of street with the Student Centre and the colonnade, which would help to create an edge to the Common. The third objective was to make some money. The cash flow from York Lanes helps support the University’s research space up above.

What were the other key elements of your presidency beyond the building program?

Well, as passionately interested and involved in that as I was – and I really was involved on a minute-by-minute basis, just because it was, let’s say, a hobby of mine – by no means was it the central part of my presidency. As far as I was concerned I was an academic president, and my job was to build up the academic strength of York University.

I think the absolutely crucial thing we were able to do was to make people care about appointments, to realize that every appointment was precious. You commit to millions of dollars when you hire a new PhD, and a long period of time, and so making people really, really sensitive about finding the best people and attracting them, and making them feel excited and loved – I really tried to get that idea across.

As a legal expert, you wrote a very influential report in 1983 about the state of Canadian law schools. How have they changed since then?

Most schools have become much more research-intensive, and more intellectually ambitious. The credentials of people joining law faculties today are much stronger. And one of the things we urged was differentiation among law schools. Now, I think there is more variety. Some have emphasized graduate work, some have emphasized interdisciplinary, some are focusing on globalization, some have a very regional mandate.

What does this mean for Canadian society?

Well, I hope that a new kind of lawyer is emerging, several new kinds of lawyer. One is what you might call legal intellectuals, whose work will show up in things like law reform, policy-making, even policy-making within law firms that act for influential corporations and governments. A second development is that social justice law has taken on a significant role within the profession. There are now people who make careers in social justice, acting for NGOs, staffing clinics, or working inside government policy units etc. As legal education has diversified, so too have the careers of lawyers. Many people with legal training now find themselves not in private practice, but contributing their knowledge and intelligence to businesses or community organizations, or for public service.

What’s also starting to emerge is that a lot of lawyers aspire to be Canada’s face on the world. Globalization has come to law. In certain ways Canadian lawyers are uniquely located to go global – partly because of our common and civil law systems and our two languages, but also because we’re a small power and not least because we are developing a different understanding of what constitutes legal knowledge, which used to be very local, very parochial. A broadening out of that understanding has helped create a group of people who will be important links between this country and the rest of the world.
In Béa Gonzalez’s latest novel, The Mapmaker’s Opera, a grandmother tells the story of Diego, a poor boy who leaves Spain to sketch the brilliant birds of Mexico for Edward Nelson, a 19th-century American naturalist. As the abuela’s finger traces Diego’s journey on a treasured old map, she tells his tragic tale as if it were an opera. Maps and opera are her passions. And passion defines a person, believes Gonzalez.

The 42-year-old York history grad (BA ’85) not only shares hers—with readers of her fiction but with cultural tourists she leads around Seville, Spain, and Mérida, Mexico—old-world-new-world settings in The Mapmaker’s Opera and symbols of an idealized past and unknown future in an immigrant’s ambivalent heart. Like Gonzalez’s. Born in Spain, she moved to Canada at age 8, went back to Spain for high school, attended York, studied in London. Now settled in Toronto with her family, she is writing her third novel, this time mapping non-Hispanic territory and exploring different passions.

From the second he was conceived, Chen Kupperman was special. So welcome was this test-tube baby that his parents called him Chen, the Hebrew word for “charming”. That he is, and so smart the Kuppermans left home in Haifa last year to enroll him at York full-time, a privilege Israel had denied the 13-year-old math whiz because he was too young. York accepted him in two days, impressed by his academic credentials. “Age is just a number,” shrugs Kupperman, now 14 and in second year.

Ever since he was a toddler switching TV channels, Kupperman has been intrigued by number patterns. He can’t learn fast enough and loses himself for hours working out mathematical proofs. Relentlessly logical, he is also a typical teenager: “I’m always questioning and not accepting anything until it makes sense.” And he is as possessed by music as by math. At 12, he was playing recorder professionally and these days he’s improvising jazz on piano.

By 16, Kupperman will hold an honours BA. But don’t call him a genius. “I don’t think I’m gifted. I just want to do it. I go for it,” says the teen who reads books three times to understand every nuance. He’s unstoppable.
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September is the time of year when the air turns crisp, the days get shorter, and students across Canada return to school. But this fall at York, it’s not just the students who are hitting the books: the Alumni Office is going back to school. And “Dr.” James Allan wants you to be the teacher.

“It’s time to talk to our alumni, and ask them what they want from their alumni association,” says Allan, who was recently appointed director of the Alumni Office. “But this fall at York, it’s not just the students who are hitting the books; the Alumni Office is going back to school. And “Dr.” James Allan wants you to be the teacher.

Starting this fall, the Alumni Office will undertake a series of research projects designed to enhance and improve its services. “We’ll be conducting a cross-Canada phone survey, but that’s just the beginning,” says Allan. Plans also include a series of focus groups in the Greater Toronto Area and satisfaction surveys for people who attend alumni events.

One of the important areas of inquiry will be the affinity programs, or “perks,” available to York’s 190,000 alumni. “We want to make sure that we’re offering people programs that have real value,” says Jouda Seghair, manager, alumni affinity & business services. “But it’s not just about discounts on life insurance or cheap tickets to the Blue Jays – we need our alumni to tell us what they want, what kinds of perks are important to them.”

Events and volunteering will be other key areas of focus in the research. “We want to create new volunteering opportunities and expand our database of alumni events in the GTA,” says Allan, “but we want to make sure we do so with solid data to back up our choices. So we hope that when the phone rings or the e-mail arrives, people will be willing to participate.”

The research plan is still being finalized, but you can visit the Communications section of the Alumni Web site (www.yorku.ca/alumni) for updates. And while you’re there, sign up for the monthly e-newsletter Alumni Matters, so you can have the details delivered to your inbox as they develop.
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One of the important areas of inquiry will be the affinity programs, or “perks,” available to York’s 190,000 alumni. “We want to make sure that we’re offering people programs that have real value,” says Jouda Seghair, manager, alumni affinity & business services. “But it’s not just about discounts on life insurance or cheap tickets to the Blue Jays – we need our alumni to tell us what they want, what kinds of perks are important to them.”

Events and volunteering will be other key areas of focus in the research. “We want to create new volunteering opportunities and expand our database of alumni events in the GTA,” says Allan, “but we want to make sure we do so with solid data to back up our choices. So we hope that when the phone rings or the e-mail arrives, people will be willing to participate.”

The research plan is still being finalized, but you can visit the Communications section of the Alumni Web site (www.yorku.ca/alumni) for updates. And while you’re there, sign up for the monthly e-newsletter Alumni Matters, so you can have the details delivered to your inbox as they develop.

All Dressed Up

Click! Check out the new, improved Alumni Web site, complete with event listings, grad profiles and plenty of other info, at www.yorku.ca/alumni.
Alia, Valerie
1989
Address

Alia, Valerie (née Bertulli) (BFA (née Bradley) (BA '84, BA Hons. '87, MA Glendon) is director of University of Ottawa Press, has started her own publishing house, Winding Trail Press, and is pursuing a PhD in Canadian studies at Carleton University. Her husband

Amato, Angela
1991
Address

Amato, Angela (BA '91, BA Hons. '90) is a magazine for employers.

Anka, Sandor
1966
Address

Anka, Sandor was CEO of Bouchard On Strategic Services, and is an executive leader & adviser for leaders. In 1997 he received the Outstanding Achievement Award from the Seminaire de Quebec.

Aplinski, Christine
1995
Address

Aplinski, Christine Strickland received the Ontario Bar Association Award for Excellence in Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) in May in Toronto.

Barkus, Asta (BA Glendon) is an architect and filmmaker in Toronto. She has designed and built a five house consisting of 50 ft, on two pink cubes and a red rectangle.

Barnes, Susan (BA Stong) taught hospitality marketing at George Brown College for 14 years. She and husband Drew Fesar moved from Toronto 4 years ago and bought a small hotel, A Snug Harbour Inn, on the west coast of Vancouver Island.

Bathurst, James (BA Vanier) is a senior architect and filmmaker in Toronto. She has designed and built a flexhouse consisting of two pink cubes and a red rectangle.

Beatty, Angela (BA Spec. Hons. '88, MA (LLB '79, LLM) returned to pre-Opting Out: If alumni so choose, they can opt out of any collection, use or disclosure of University information about Alumni programs, services and fund development activities and include your personal information in contact lists prepared to enable benefits providers to let you know about their products and services.

Benkler, Philip (BA Spec. Hons. Winters) is married to Canadian author Christine Strickland (BA Spec. Hons. '99 Winters) in 2006. Benkler is a winner of the 2009 Maclean's Legal Award for Excellence in Alternatives to the Litigation Process, an award presented by the Canadian Bar Association. Benkler is the founder of LOLA, which is a not-for-profit organization that helps to reconnect people to their legal rights.

Begovac, Matt
1997
Address

Begovac, Matt is an editor of the Canadian Research & Information Centre since 1987. In March, she became editor-in-chief of University of Toronto Press, a non-profit publisher.

Berger, Counsellor (BA Spec. Hons. '88, MA (BA '03, BEd '04) is a multiple-exceptionality teacher at Pine Ridge Secondary School in Pickering, Ont. He is also branch president of the Ont. Secondary School Teachers Federation.

Breda, Rudy (BA Spec. Hons. Stong) has recently moved back to Toronto, from Adelaide, Australia, where he had been living since 2001.

Brown, Susan
1980
Address

Brown, Susan (BA Glendon) is an executive director of the Canadian Hospitality Marketing Association, and is a past president of the association.

Brown, Tony (BA '78, MA (PhD) Stong) lives in San Francisco, where he has corporate banking as senior VP with HSBC Bank. He is now head of mortgage sales at Funderbank Corp., an insurance selling business.

Bruce, James
1991
Address

Bruce, James (BA Spec. Hons. Glendon) was recently promoted to associate professor of historical theology at St. Louis University in Missouri.

Bueno, Cindy (née Hurtubise) (BA Hons. Stong) married Ray in 1993 and they have two daughters. Cindy is an intern at the New York Public Library, and Ray is an assistant archivist of the Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada International Office, Mississauga, Ont., where many students come for historical research.

Burgreen, Ian (BA Spec. Hons. Calumet) is a project manager for a major Canadian bank, and is also pursuing a career as a musician. Ian recently got engaged to girlfriend Danielle.

Burla, Michael (BA Glendon) is self-employed as an organic farmer, theatre manager and income tax consultant.


Cazden, Nancy
1984
Address

Cazden, Nancy (BA Spec. Hons. '84, MA Glendon) is director of the Ministry of Transport in South Africa.

Chaplin, Elyse (BA Spec. Hons. Winters) is completing her PhD at the University of Toronto in higher education theory & policy studies.

Chapman, Mark (BA Spec. Hons. '92, MBA McLaughlin) left RBC Dom- inion Securities, where he was VP of strategic initiatives, to launch TriBeqa Financial Partners.

Chapman, Robert (BA '91, BA Hons. '90) is director of University of Ottawa Press, has started her own publishing house, Winding Press, and is pursuing a PhD in Canadian studies at the University of Ottawa. Her husband

Chaplin, Elyse (BA Spec. Hons. Winters) was named an Extraordinary Woman of the Year 2005 by the Canadian Association of Women Executives & Entrepreneurs.

Chaplin, Elyse (BA Spec. Hons. Winters) was named an Extraordinary Woman of the Year 2005 by the Canadian Association of Women Executives & Entrepreneurs.

Christian, Carolyn
1992
Address

Christian, Carolyn (née Bertulli) (BFA Spec. Hons. Winters) married her Australian partner Shane in 2004. Currently a permanent resident in Australia, she hopes to become a citizen in the near future. Leona still has an active role in the Canadian Australian Club in Sydney.

Chu, Henry Y.T. (BA Spec. Hons. '84, BA Hons. '81) is a project manager for a major Canadian bank, and is also pursuing a career as a musician. Ian recently got engaged to girlfriend Danielle.
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Chu, Henry Y.T. (BA Spec. Hons. '84, BA Hons. '81) is a project manager for a major Canadian bank, and is also pursuing a career as a musician. Ian recently got engaged to girlfriend Danielle.

Chu, Henry Y.T. (BA Spec. Hons. '84, BA Hons. '81) is a project manager for a major Canadian bank, and is also pursuing a career as a musician. Ian recently got engaged to girlfriend Danielle.
Shocking Revelation

T’S A TYPICAL SPRING MORNING in lower Manhattan’s cocaine-diluted past, but now even an Ivy League Abdicating Distribution: restaurateurs are preparing outdoor patios for the lunch rush, stiletto-heeled fashionistas are sauntering from one boutique to another – and a throng of reporters and long-lens-toting paparazzi are sur- rounding the exterior of a photo studio. Inside, America’s most buzzed-about embattled couple, Jessica Simpson and Nick Lachey, are hosting a lunch for the fashion press. One of those reporters spends three hours outside waiting for the couple to emerge, with hopes that their body language will tell a story of reconciliation for each other, ultimately bolstering reporting that they are on the outs. Or maybe they’re not. The Hollywood It Couple will engage in an impromptu squabble. No such luck.

CNN is a tired and dated notion. Unfortunately, there’s a tendency among skeptics to dismiss celebrity journalists, and more specifically the publications for which they work: The New York Times, Newsweek.

For the record, Star publishes only factual stories – there’s a reason it employs top-notch attorneys who vet every word in the magazine for accuracy. And what about the tactics used to get the insider tidbits for these stories? Well, it’s part of some clandestine group of scruffy news hounds, lurking in the gutters. No, it’s me, a well-educated, North York, Ont.-reared senior reporter for Star...